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It is important for all concerned with quality education to recognize the

critical role that principals play in school improvement. If schools are to

be effective, they require competent principals. The purpose of this report

is to identify the competencies of high-performing principals. Once generic

competencies are identified, school officials might demonstrate individual

initiative in relating these competencies to principals in their particular

school districts.

Although this report focuses on the efforts of one southern state, it is

felt tnat their experience can be of value to other states in the southeast

region. To fully understand how the competencies were identified, the report

is divided into three parts. Part I reviews the background that led up to the

study of the principalship. Part II describes and synthesizes the research

efforts that took place and presents the competencies of high-performing

principals. Finally, Part III includes comments on how and where to intervene

in order to improve the effectiveness of the principalship.

The factors that led up to the study of the principalship, the

competencies derived from the research, and suggestions for implementation

ought to provide others with A clear picture of one state's experience. With

this in mind, it is hoped that other states may take advantage of what has

already been done in order to better guide their own efforts toward the

improvement-of the principalship.

The authors wish to acknowledge the work of the Florida Council on

Educational Management and their continued support in improving the management

of its schools. In addition, the support of the Southeastern Regional Council

for Educational Improvement is also appreciated.

J. H. C.

U. 'G. L.
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PART I: BACKGROUND

"Quality education in the public schools . . .

requires excellence in its principals and
other managers." (Golden, 1982, p. 16)

Introduction

This section of the report describes the factors leading up to the

creation of legislation that focused on the role of the principal. It relates

how a change-agent vehicle was created which would help implement the intent

of the legislation. Finally, the research methods used to identify the

competencies of high-performing principals are reviewed.

Early Beginnings

As early as 1977 the Select Joint Committee on Public Schools of the

Florida Legislature commissioned a national task force to examine several of

the reform movements initiated by them in the early seventies. Dr. Luvern L.

Cunningham of Ohio State University headed up the team and assigned the

management review to Drs. Dale Lake and Oron South.

The key findings by Lake and South were that the legislature's attempt to

install school-based management in the early seventies had been only partially

successful. Some districts had advanced the practice of school-based manage-

ment extensively, but most were satisfied with a very limited concept of

school-based management that would focus on returning a prescribed portion of

funds to the local school. The legislature assumed that districts would adopt

school-based management because it had become law.

The findings were disconcerting. As a result, the presiding Speaker of

the House appointed a group of businessmen to review the general state of
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management in education. This committee corroborated earlier findings arid

added that the legislature needed to create a change-agent vehicle to imple-

ment their laws. One of the businessmen on the committee was asked to be

relieved of his work duties to become that change agent. Instead, he refused

but suggested to the Speaker that a Council be created. His recommendation

was accepted and the Council on Educational Management was created.

Mr. Cecil Golden of the Florida Department of Education became the real

"architect" of the legislation which chartered the Council. He later became

the chairman of the Council and remains in that position. Under the new law

written by Golden, the Council was charged with the responsibility to identify

high-performing principals, validate their competencies scientifically, and

use such competencies as a basis for training, development, selection,

certification, and compensation. Golden's earlier experience with school-

based management led him to develop a law which would consolidate research,

planning and development under one authority and would assure that a

dedicated focus bo maintained from planning to action.

At a very early meeting, Golden contracted with Lake to review the

literature on manager:al competencies and to make recommendations to the

Council on procedures to bo enacted. His work (Lake', 1981) reviewed more. than

300 studies and concluded that most studies of competency were simple "list-

type" studies, consisting of lists created and then ranked by various

audiences on the basis of importance. With one or two exceptions (Ellett,

1977) such lists were never validated against performance criteria.

After developing a research base, Lake recommended to the Council that

they conduct their own research into principal competencies using a multiple

method, multiple-site process. He recommended that the Council support three

studies. First, ne recommended a study to identify a pool of high-performing

principals who would be further studied utilizing two methods: an interview

2



method -- developed by the Harvard psychologist David McClellandand an

ethnographic technique developed by Henry Mintzberg. Second, Lake recommended

that the Council also establish demonstration projects in the areas of (1)

selection (two experiments were conducted using assessment centers and

targeted selection), (2) internships (two districts and a consortium were

funded and are currently being evaluated), (3) training (the legislature added

the Florida Academy for School Leaders, is statewide training vehicle which

has been attended by over five thousand partIcipants since its inception in

1980i to the Council's responsibilities.) Third, Lake recommended training

grants for improving in-service management development activities to be

implemented in selective districts. To date, two studies of compensation have

been completed: first, a survey of several districts by Herbert Meyer (1983)

of the University of South Florida, and the second, an extensive study of

Orange County by Peat, Marwicr, and Mitchell (1984). The selection studies,

the intern programs, and the compensation study of Orange County have all

utilized detailed task analyses of the role of principal so that their data

a re being combined with the original studies of high-performers. In sum,

taken together, the Council has produced the most extensive and comprehensive

knowledge base of high-performing principals ever accumulated.

The Identification of High Performers

The Council's original research efforts were realized through Golden's

coordination. The Council designed and implemented a unique means for the

identification of high performers. Briefly, it assimilated data on all 2.,200

schools in the state and analyzed individual student performance founded upon

five indicators of socio-economic status (SES). A standard regression

analysis was performed and those schools performing at least one standard



deviation beyond expectation were identli d. Twenty-three of the sixty-seven

districts then became the sample population. Next, an investigator went to

each of the twenty-three districts and asked superintendents to rank-order the

principals in terms of their over all effectiveness. In addition, student

performance data on national tests were collected. After careful icross

selectivity of total student performance (including the requirement that

students of different racial and ethnic groups be part of the high performance

pattern) and principal rank order, a pool of high- and moderate-perfqiming

principals was sequestered. (Lake conducted this study for the Council.)

The FCEM Study

From this pool of high and moderate performers the FCEM study selectee

fourteen high and fourteen moderate performers to undertake intensive

behavioral event indicator interviews which were then content analyzed. (Lake

and Croghan were a part of the study team.) This study identified six

"essential" competencies which may be considered prerequisites for "adequate

performance" as a school principal. These competencies were demonstrated

about as frequently by "moderate-performing principals" as they were by "high -

performing principals."

In addition, the study identified "optimal" competencies which were

demonstrated significantly more often by the principals whose students were

performing well beyond expectations. The FCLM findings demonstrated that all

principals must utilize such essential competencies as (1) a high concern for

school mission, (2) a concern for the school's image, (3) an ability to

manage by consensus and (4) an ability to direct quality improvement. In

addition, the high-performing principals demonstrated competencies of superior

analytic ability, a strong sense of control and the ability to be objective in

their perceptions. Also, the high performers were persuasive, had a high

4
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commitment to quality and were able to bring about focused change in the

schools as needed.

The Principal Observation Study (TheoNartinko Study'

The Council's third study has also found differences in the twenty-five

high performers and nineteen moderate performers studied. The import of this

study is that.it has given the Council a better perspective on the conditions

that affect the performance of all principals in Florida school districts.

The differences that were obtained between highs and moderates suggest that

highs exert more control over their use of time (i.e., they had fewer

interruptions than did moderates) and they seemed to find more ways to supple-

ment the school's budget over and above the funds allocated by the Board of

Education. (Markinko, 1983, was the principal investigator of this ethno-

graphic study. Croghan coordinated the research in the southeastern part of

the state and was an observer in the study.)

What follows is the logical next step--that of synthesizing the completed

research efforts on "high-performing" managers and identifying their

competencies.



PART COMPETENCIES OF EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS

Introduction

This section will describe the method used to analyze the findings of

studies that focused on the role of the principal or manager. Since all of

the efforts were based upon the examination of what principals actually do, a

method of analysis which would give more weight to studies in whit.. "high-

performing" principals were differentiated from "moderate-performing"

principals was established. In addition, studies which used an experimental

method to identify the competencies were also given additional weight in the

analysis. The outcome of this synthesis should provide a set of competencies

judged to have the greatest validity for differentiating between high-

performing and moderate-performing principals.

Guiding Concepts,

Several considerations or guiding concepts strongly influenced the

choice of the method and the nature of the judgments made. these are briefly

described as a background to this section of the report.

A. Many school districts in the state of Florida are already quite

advanced in using objective criteria for the selection and/or development of

school principals. While this study must propose the most valid set of dimen-

sions possible, given the current scientific state, it will build on the

excellent progress already made in the Florida public schools. Specifically,

the dimensions which developed out of studies conducted in several Florida

school districts will be the foundation for this work.



B. The Florida Council on Educational Management (FCEM) sponsored one of

the most significant studies in the field identifying competencies which

differentiate between high-performing and average-performing principals (Huff,

Lake & Schaalman, 1983). This study, which will be referred to as the "FCEM

Study," is relevant and methodologically sophisticated. Since it makes

judgments about the validity involved in differentiating competencies, it.

becomes imperative that the weighting system for the various criteria be made

explicit.

1. The highest weighting is given to experimental studies in
which (1) high-performing principals were differentiated from
average-performing principals on the basis of an objectively
defined criteria of "high or excellent" performance; (ii) an
experimental mei.hod was applied to identify the differentiat-
ing competencies. The FCEM study fits these criteria and is
given highest weightinc.

2. The next highest weighting was given to similar experimental
studies which identified differentiating competencies between
high- and average-performing managers in non-school environ-
ments; e.g., the Boyatzis Study (Boyatzis, 1982). The remain-

ing criteria were weighted in decreasing order.

3. Validity studies in which assessment ratings, of principals
were validated against ratings of on-the-job performance 5y

those principals and the organizaLional climate of the school
administered by those principal4; e.g., the NASSP Study
(Schmitt, Noe, Meritt, Fitzgerald and Jorgensen, 1980).

4. Behavioral observation studies. For example, the Marti nko
Study in which the behavior of high- and average-performing
principals was observed over a period of time. This was a
systematic study involving the observation of principals over
time samples in their school environment. It was also spon-

sored by the FCEM.

5. Job analyses.

b. Other experiences.

C. Finally, the feasibility of measuring competencies or dimensions

using standard targeted interviewing or behavioral observation techniques was

weighted in our judgments. Certain differentiating competencies may be quite

difficult or even impossible to measure using the assessment techniques

7 13



currently employed. However, those competencies may be readily measurable in

the work situation through testing or other performance appraisal procedures.

Method

The analysis will proceed through the following phases:

1. An analysis of the discrete competencies included in three
major operational assessment centers in the state of Florida- -

in Broward, Dade and Lee Counties.

2. A study of the degree to which these comeptencies are suppor-
ted by two recent investigations (Boyatzis, 1982; Huff, Lake &
Schaalman, 1982).

3. A review of the implications of the NASSP and the Martinko
Studies for the selection of the high-performance competen-
cies.

4. Indentification of the proposed set of competencies based on
the overall evidence.

5. Presentation of oefinitipns and behavioral indicators of high-

performin3 and basic competencies.

SECTION A:

AN ANALYSIS OF THE COMPETENCIES USED IN

FLORIDA SCHOOL PRINCIPAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS

In this section of the study the definitions of dimensions used in three

well-develdped assessment programs--Broward, Dade and Lee County School Dis-

tricts--were analyzed. These dimensions emerged through years of study and

experience in Florida schools, and we would expect that they have isolated

many of the critical differentiating competencies. In this phase we need to

document what has been learned through these experiences.

The dimensions used in the assessment programs of Broward, Dade and Lee

Counties are presented on Table 1 and Table 2. Lee County uses the dimensions

8 14



developed out of the work and research of the National Association of Second-

ary School Principals (NASSP). For the purposes of this analysis, we have not

included the 'range of interests or educational values in the NASSP list or the

dimensions of technical and professional knowledge and written communication

which appeared in all three county lists. While these may significantly

differentiate average- and high-performing principals, they were difficult to

assess in standard targeted selection and in most simulated situations. Test-

ing or observations of "on-tne-job" performance over a longer period of time

would appear to offer more ppropriate assessment settings.
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TABLE 2

DIMENSIONS USED IN BROWARD, DADE AND
LEE COUNTY ASSESSMENT CENTERS

Broward County Dade County

Tolerance for Stress

Control

Decisiveness/Judgment

Leadership

Technical & Professional

Knowledge

Planning and
Organization

Sensitivity

Oral Communication

Analysis

Job Motivation

Initiative

Impact

Decisiveness

Leadership

Lee County

Organizing and
Planning

Oral Communication

Perception

Decision Making

Interpersonal

Adaptability

Stress Tolerance

Judgment

Leadership

Organization Ability

Sensitivity

Oral Communication

Problem Analysis

Personal Motivation

Decisiveness

11 17



When professionals study the essential competencies required to do a job

well, they begin with a vast, complex array of points in a space which con-

tains all the competencies of a school principal. They want to know which of

all these competencies are the most important. Inevitably judgment and selec-

tion enter; and due to different theories and experiences, different profes-

sionals will "cut the pie" differently. To be specific, differences between

the dimension lists of different assessment institutions emerge from two

differing perspectives:

1. The essential or differentiating competencies selected (e.g.,
competencies judged to be necessary to do the job well) are
different. The dimensions included for assessment are not the
same for the three counties we are studying. For example,
Broward County includes Initiative as a dimension but Dade
does not. Dade includes Adaptability and Broward does not.

2. The essential competencies selected are the same but the array
of competencies (the pie) are cut into different slices.
Under these conditions the whole dimension list contains the
same competencies, but they have been put together different-
ly--in different slicies--and will probably contain different
dimensional labels. For example, the Broward County dimension
of Analysis is a broader slice than the NASSP or Lee County
dimension of Problem Analysis. The Broward County dimension
includes a set of interrelated cognitive skills, searching or
gathering information, relating these data from different
sources and the ability to evaluate situations and visualize
problems. The Lee County dimension is sliced or defined to
include only the information gathering attribute "to seek out
relevant data, determine important elements, or search for
information." The cognitive skills of relating data from
different sources of information to form logical judgment and
the ability to evaluate situations (via comparison of alterna-
tives, and the like) are included under the dimension of
Judgment for Lee County. The same competencies are included
here, but they are grouped differently.

The object of Section A is to identify single competencies embedded in

the dimensions used by Broward, Dade and Lee County assessment programs. In

order to understand the relationships between dimensions used by the three

county systems and ultimately to relate the experimental and validity studies

to these operating assessment programs, we need to view them all against a

12 18



common set of more discrete unidimensional attributes. In the next section we

will attempt to analyze each dimension with the attrioutes it contains.

Unidimensional Attributes Embedded in the Dimensions

of Three County Assessment Programs

The data for this analysis are contained in Appendix A. These data are

displayed in various ways on Tables 1 and 3. In this section each Unidimen-

sional Attribute (UDA) judged to be embedded in dimensional definitions will.

be defined. The definitions will attempt to show the relationship between a

part of the dimensional definition and the attribute definition. The attri-

bute definitions describe a cognitive or psychological process which is obser-

vable in behavioral terms under certain conditions. The identification of

these UDA's in the dimensional definitions is judgmental. The judgment is

based on a broad psychological understanding of theseprocesses and many years

of experience in this type of analysis.

reliability is usually in excess of 90%.

The following analysis is based on Appendix 1.

In similar analyses the inter-judge

Each UDA analyzed out

from dimensional definitions is listed below and examples embedded in defini-

tions are given.

The UDA of "Information Gathering or Search" was found to be embedded in

the following dimensional definitions: Broward, Analysis; Dade, Perception;

and Lee in Problem Analysis. This information is illustrated on Tables 1 and

3.

Information Gathering or Search--The breadth (number of sources) and

depth (what is learned from each relevant source) of information search.

13 19
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Examples: Securing relevant information data (Broward, Analysis);1
to identify the critical elements of a situation (Dade, Percep-
tion); the ability to seek out relevant data; searching for infor-
mation with a purpose (NASSP, Problem Analysis. . J.

The UDA of Concept Formation was found to be embedded in the following

definitions: Broward, Analysis and Decisiveness/Judgment; Dade, Perception

and Lee in Judgment, and perhaps Organization. Again the reader can verify

this by reviewing the column under Concept Formation on Tables 1 and 3. In

describing future UDA's the above sentence could be deleted and the reader

might readily gain the information from the tables or Appendix I.

Concept FormationThe ability to form concepts, hypothesize ideas on the

basis of information; to see relationships between patterns of information

from different sources and to form ideas, to link information, to reach an

idea based on information from different sources. Such concepts form the

basis for making judgments on decisions.

Examples: Making decisions which are based on factual information
and logical assumptions (Broward, Decisiveness/Judgment); the
ability to reach logical conclusions and make decisions based on
available information. (NASSP, Judgment)

Concept FlexibilityThe ability to use alternative or multiple concepts

when thinking, problem solving, making a judgment or a decision; able to view

ar event or a person from multiple perspectives; able to identify pros and

cons by viewing from different perspectives; able to visualize alternative

courses of action, problems.

Examples: Evaluating situations and visualizing potential problems
(Broward, Analysis); to interpret implications of alternative
courses of action (Dade, Perception).

Decisiveness--A readiness to make decisions and commit oneself to decide

and take action.

'This example was taken from the Broward County definition of the
Dimension of Analysis.
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Examples: Readiness to make decisions and commit oneself (Broward,
Decisiveness/Judgment); to make decisions render judgments take
actions--independent of quality (Dade, Decisiveness).

Sensitivity--Awareness of the effects of one's behavior or actions on

others.

Examples: Actions that indicate a consideration of the needs and
feelings of others (Broward, Sensitivity); behave in ways which
reflect the needs, feelings and capabilities of others (Dade,
Interpersonal); ability to perceive the needs, concerns and
personal problems of others (NASSP, Sensitivity).

DelegationDelegates authority and responsibility clearly and appropri-

ately in the utilization of human resources.

Examples: Assigning tasks to subordinates to utilize their skills
effectively ii, the execution of responsibilities as a school
principal (Broward, Delegation); to delegate authority aryl respcn-
i bi I i ty (Dade, Leadership).

Developmental Orientation--Develops the skills of self and subordinates

in urder to improve performance; takes and encourages responsibility for

development.

Examples: Providing for the development of subordinate skills
(Broward, Delegation).

Organizational Skills--Sets plans and priorities to accomplish goals,

schedules activities and uses human and other resources to reach goals.

Examples: To establish strategies for self and others to
accomplish specific results. To establish objectives, schedules
and priorities (Dade, Organization and Planning); ability to plan
and schedule. .. the work of others; skill in using resources in
an optimal fashion. . . (NASSP, Organizational Ability).

Management Control--Devises opportunities to receive adequate and timely

feedback about the progress of work accomplishments of others.

Examples: Establishing and using procedures to monitor and/or
regulate processes, tasks or activities. Taking action to monitor
delegated activities (Broward, Control); the ability to control the
work of others (NASSP, Organizational Ability); to provide means of
follow-up (Dade, Leadership).
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Managing Interaction--Ability to stimulate others to interact; uses own

and other's ideas to stimulate dialogue and problem solving; deals directly

with conflict and moves toward mutual understanding.

Examples: Skill in resolving conflicts, tact in dealing with
persons from different backgrounds (NASSP, Sensitivity), ability to
get others involved in solving problems (NASSP, Leadership).

Proactive Orientation--Sees self as In Control, or an Internal Control

orientation; readily i.akes full responsibility for all aspects of the

situation - -raven oeyond ordinary boundaries.

Examples: Taking responsibility for effectively interacting with a
group to guide them to accomplish a task (NASSP Leadership); Active
attempts to influence events to achieve goals; self-starting rather
than passive acceptance. Taking action to achieve goals beyond
what is necessarily called for. (Broward: Initiative)

Oral CommunicationThe ability to make clear oral presentations using

effective verbal and non-verbal skills to communicate.

Examples: Effective verbal and non-verbal expression in individual
or group situations, including gestures and non-verbal communica-
tions (Broward, Oral Communication); to effectively and clearly
present and express information orally, to properly use technical
factors such as voice inflection. . . eye contact (Dade, Oral
Communication); ability to make a clear oral presentation of facts
and ideas (NASSP, Ural Communication).

Tolerance for Stress--Ability to perform optimally under stress.

Examples: Stability of performance under pressure or opposition
(Broward, Stress Tolerance); ability to perform under pressure and
during opposition, ability to think on one's feet (NASSP, Stress
Tolerance).

Intrinsic Satisfaction -- Experiencing intrinsic satisfaction from the work

itself.

Examples: Experiencing a sense of personal satisfaction from the
activities and responsibilities of the principalship (Broward, Job
Motivation); evidence that work is important in personal satisfac-
tion (NASSP, Personal Motivation).

PersuasivenessThe ability to persuade others by a variety of means.

Examples: Creating good first impressions with individuals and
groups (B:oward, Impact).



A few attributes included in dimensional definitions by the three coun-

ties are not listed in this section. They are included on fables 1 and 2.

These attributes are: Coping with Load, Confidence, Professionalism, VocabG-

lary and Grammar, Performance Appraisal, Behatioral Effectiveness, Recognizing

Need for a Decision, and Using Appropriate Styles. These attributes appear

only as parts of a definition by only one of the counties and are not vali-

dated in any of the studies in the literature. The only exception is Confi-

dence which has been included under Decisiveness.

0
SE TION B:\

VAL TY OF TH UNIDIME L ATTRIBUTES

The data on Table 4 summarize the relationshil, between the competencies

found to differentiate significantly between "average" and "excellent"

managers and principals in the Boyatzis and FCEM studies and the

Unidimensional Attributes embedded in the dimensions currently being used in

three Florida school districts. The bottom portion of Table 4 shows the same

relationship for the basic competencies identified in the FCEM Study by McBer

and Company. The basic competencies are necessary to do the job, but they do

not necessarily differentiate between average- and high-performing principals.

On Table 4, the dimensional attributes to the left of the double line are

those identified by the assessment programs operating in the three counties

under study. Dimensional attributes to the right of the double line are new

or additional competencies found to significantly differentiate between

average- and high-performing managers in the Boyatzis Studies and principals

in the FCEM Study.
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The B__oiatzis Studies

the competencies which differentiate between average- and high-performing

managers in the Boyatzis Studies are listed down the left hand side of the top

of Table 4. This.study supports the validity of seven of the Florida

unidimensional attributes (referred to as Florida Dimensions), namely: %Con-

cept Formati n, Conceptual Flexibility, Decisiveness, Managing InteractiJn,

Proactive Jrientation, and Oral Communication. The definitions of the

Boyatzis competencies and the. validated Florida dimensions are presented on

Table 5 to illustrate the similarity of definition.

In addition to the competencies which over.lapped six of the Florida

dimensions, the Boyatzis Studies identified four unique dimensions or

competenCies which 'significantly differentiated high-performing managers.

These are now fisted and defined.

Interpersonal Search--The ability to be objective in being able to view

events from another person's perspective; the ability to search for

information about another's views or perspective. (See No. 2 under

Perceptual Objectivity on Table 5)

Concern with ImpactInterested in and effective at persuading others.

(see Persuasiveness on Table 4)

Lfticienci Orientation - -A concern with doing something better -- better

than it has been done before or according to a standard of excellence. (See

Achievement on Table 4)

Use of `..iocialized Power - -Views own rule as that of a team or organization

member, attempts to bring conflicting members of a group to a resolution

through building coalitions or using eNisting coalitions.

The Boyatzis Studies do not offer specific support for the following

Flc ida Dimensions: Information Gathering, Sensitivity, Delegation,

'Organization Ability, Management Control, Stress Tolerance, or Intrinsic

20



Satisfaction. These dimensions may represent basic competencies, or they may

be more relevant to the school environment which was not the specific focus of

the Boyatzis Studies.

TABLES

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN BOYATZIS COMPETENCIES
AND FLORIDA ATTRIBUTES

Boyztzis Competencies Florida Unidimensional Attributes

Perceptual Objectivity: Is able to 1. Conceptual Flexibility,: Is able

view an event from multiple per- to use alternative or multiple

spectives simultaneously; identi- concepts when thinking, problem

fies pros and cons of each deci- solving, making a judgment or a

sion. which could be made. Can decision. Can view an event rr a

accurately describe another per- person from multiple perspectives,

son's views and position. . can visualize alternative courses
of action; problems, and the like.

2. Interpersonal Search: Can accur-

ately describe another person's

views and positions.

Conceptualization: Recognizes pat- Concept Formation: Is able to form

terns of information, develops concepts, hypotheses, ideas on

concepts which describe a struc- the basis of information; sees

ture which is perceived in a set relationships between patterns of

of events or data. information from different sources

and form ideas; is able to' link

information, a logical process of
reaching an idea based on informa-
tion from different sources. (Such

concepts form the basis for mak-

ing judgments and decisions.)

Self-Confidence: Is ready to make de- Decisiveness: A readiness to make

cisions and to live with them. Is decisions and commit oneself to

forceful and expresses little am- decide and take action.

bivalence about a decision which

has been made.

Developing Others: Views developing Developmental Orientation: Develops

others as part of the manager's the skills of self and subordi-

job. (It involves coaching, dis- nates in order to improve perform-

cussing, performance problems, ante. Takes and encourages res-

giving resources for development ponsibility for development.

while allowing the person to take

individual responsibility.)
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I
TABLE 5, Continued

Boyztzis Competencies Florida Unidimensional Attributes

Managing Group Process: Demonstrates
group process skills in group
interaction, stimulates others to
work together, able to get in-
dividuals or groups to resolve
conflict and cooperate.

ProactIvity: Initiates action to ac-
complish tasks; internal 'control;
readily takes responsibility for
success or failure in task accom-
plishment.

Use of Oral Presentation: Adopts role
of communicator; effectively
uses symbolic, non-verbal com-

munication and visual aids and
graphics to get the message
across.

Managing Interaction: Able to stimu-
late others to interact; uses own
and other's ideas to stimulate
dialogue, problem solving,
between others; has others
interact about conflict and can
move others toward mutual under-
standing.

Proactive Orientation: Sees self as
"In Control;' an "Internal Con-

trol" orientation; readily takes
full responsibility for all as-

pects of the situation--even be-
yond the ordinary boundaries.

Oral Communication: The ability to
make clear oral presentations
using effective verbal and non-
verbal skills to communicate.

The FCEM Study

This study identified competencies which significant4 differentiated

between average- and high-performing principals in piblic schools in the state

of Florida. The results relating to FCEM findings and the Florida dimensions

are presented in the middle part of Table 4. Five of the Florida dimensions

receive strong validating support from this study, namely: Information

Gathering, Concept Formation, Conceptual Flexibility, Organizational Ability

and Proactive Orientation. These definitions and relationships are presented

on Table 6.

In addition to the five competencies which supported the validity of five

of the Florida Dimension, the FCEM Study identified three competencies which
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were not listed in the dimension lists or embedded in the dimensional

definitions of the three assessment programs used for this analysis. These

new dimensions are: Interpersonal Sensitivity or Search, Persuasive Skills

and Achievement. These competencies were also identified in the independent

studies of Boyatzis as significantly di fferentiating between average- and

high-performing managers. The definitions of these competencies are presented

above under the Boyatzis Study.

TABLE 6

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FCCM OPTIMAL COMPETENCIES
AND FLORIDA DIMENSIONS

FCEM Study Competencies
.1.1111PINIIWIO

Florida Dimensions

Monitoring: Gathers information about
prob ems, uses formal and in-

formal observation and inter-

action to gather information and

understand the environment.

Ability to Recognize Patterns: Forms
concepts, ideas; identifies
trends or cause-effect relations
on the basis of discrete be-

haviors observed or information
gathered; can reorder informa-
tion into ideas.

Analytic Ability: Is able to use two
or more concepts or ideas about
situations in order to reach an
understanding or a decision;
looks to the pros and cons of
multiple options.

Information Gathering or Search: The

breadth (number 57 sources) and
depth (what is learned from each
relevant source) of information.
search.

Concept Formation: Is able to form
concepts, hypotheses or ideas on

the basis of information; to see

relationships between patterns of
information from different sources
and form ideas; to link inform-
ation; uses a logical process of
reaching an idea based on inform-
ation from different sources.
(Such concepts form the basis for
making judgments or decisions.)

Conceptual Flexibility: Is able to
use alternative or multiple con-
cepts when thinking, problem sol-
ving or making a judgment or a

decision; can view an event or a
person from multiple perspectives;
can identify pros and cons by
viewing from different perspec-

tives; can visualize alternative
courses of actions and problems.



TABLE 6, Continued

FCEM Study Competencies

Focused Involvement in Change: Ini-

tiates activities (proposals,

meetings) for tisk accomplish-

ment- -gets activities underway- -

or to utilize resources more

effectively; focuses efforts on
the taskon things needing im-

provement.

Sense of Control: Initiates action
and takes full responsibility for

the organization, for learning

about the environment, for

securing resources; goes beyond
the givens in taking.responsibi-
lity fOr task accomplishment.

Florida Dimensions
-......ft11111M

1. Organizational Ability: Sets
plans and priorities to accomplish

goals; schedules activities and
the use of human and other
resources for accomplishing
goals.

2. Proactive Orientation: (Ini-

tiates action and gets activities
underway) Sees self as "In

Control," an "Internal Control"
orientation; readily takes full
responsibility for all aspects of
the situation--even beyond the
ordinary boundaries.

Proactive Orientation: (see above)

The FCEM Study did not provide validating evidence for the remaining

eight Florida Dimensions, namely: Decisiveness, Sensitivity, Delegation,

Developmental Orientation, Management Control, Managing Interaction, Stress

Tolerance, and Intrinsic Satisfaction in Work. However, four of these were

identified as basic competencies: Delegation, Developmental Orientation,

Management Control and Managing Interaction.

Relationships between the FCEM Study basic competencies and the Florida

Dimensions are presented at the bottom of Table 4. The definitions and rela-

tionships are illustrated on Table 7.

Other unique basic competencies--not matched with the Florida competen-

cies--in the FCEM study are:



1

1

1

Tact1^.al Adaptability--States the rationale for using particular

strategies; e.g., to influence certain groups; tailors style of interaction

to fit the situation and changes style if it is not successful.

Commitment to School Mission--Holds a set of values about the school;

. e.g., welfare of the students, fairness to staff dnd behavior is consistent

with-these values despite barriers.

Concern for Image- -Shows concern for the image of the school via the

impressions created by students and staff dnd manages these impressions and

public information about the school.

TABLE 7

THE FLORIDA DIMENSIONS AND THE FCEM BASIC COMETENCIES

FCEM Basic Competencies Florida Dimensions

Participatory Style: Involves inter- 1.

nal staff and outside "esource

people to plan and problem solve;
delegates responsibility to

others who are capable of doing

the job and keeps others informed
about the actions he or she has
taken.

Managing Interaction: Is able to

stimulate others to interact;
uses own and other's ideas to
stimulate dialogue, problem
solve, deal with conflict and move
toward mutual understanding.

2. Delegation: Delegates authority
and responsibility clearly and
appropriately in the utilization
of human resources.

Coaching Skills: Holds high expecta- Developmental Orientation: Develops

tions about others (students, the SkiTls of self and subordi-

staff), works with others to nates in order to improve per-

improve performance and provides formance; takes and encourages

positive feedback (e.g., praise) responsibility for development.

for specific accomplishments.

Firmness in Enforcing Quality. Stand-

ands: Provides feedback about

failure to meet standards in a

timely manner (e.g., confronting

someone failing to meet stand-

ards) and dismisses or transfers
staff members who cannot meet
those standards.

Management Control: Devises opportu-

nities to receive adequate and

timely feedback about the progress
of work accomplishments of others.
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Summary of the Validity of Florida Assessment Dimensions

Based on the FCEM and Nyatzis Studies

The analysis shows that nine of the fourteen Florida Dimensions received

validating support from either the FCEM or the Boyatzis Study. These dimen-

sions are listed on Table 8 in columns 1 and 2. Three dimensions receive

validating support from both studies: Concept. Formation, Conceptual Flexibi-

lity and Proactive Orientation. Also three dimensions did not receive support

from either study: Sensitivity, Stress Tolerance and Intrinsic Satisfaction

With Job.

The Boyatzis and FCEM Study produced several competencies not listed by

the three Florida assessment programs. Both studies found that ,Interpersonal

Information Gathering or Search, Persuasiveness and Achievement Orientation

differentiated significantly high-performing managers or principals from

average performer. The use of socialized power was not identified as a

differentiating competency in the FCEM Study of school principals.

Based on this evidence alone, we might propose the following dimensions

be used:

Differentiating Di mensions-- Information Gathering, Concept Formation,

Conceptual Flexibility, Organizational Ability, Proactive Orientation, Deci-

siveness, Managing Interaction, Communication, ItArpersonal Search, Persua-

siveness, and Achievement Motivation.

Basic DimensionsDelegation, Management Control, Tactical Ability,

Commitment to School Mission, Concern for Image, and Developmental

Orientation.

These proposed dimensions will now be examined in light of additional

studies described in the introduction.
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TABLE 8

SUPPORT FOR THE VALIDITY OF THE FLORIDA DIMENSIONS

Dimensions Validated
by the FCEM Study

Dimensions Validated
by the Boyatzis Study

Dimensions Validated
By Basic Competencies

in FCEM Study

Dimensions Not
Receiving Support
From Either Study

Information Gathering
Concept Formation
Conceptual Flexibility
Organizational Ability
Proactive Orientation

Concept Formation
Conceptuairlexibility

Proactive Orientation
Decisiveness

Managing Interaction
Ural Communication

Developmental Orientation
Managing Interaction

Delegation
Management Control

Sensitivity
Stress Tolerance
Intrinsic Satisfaction

Unique Dimensions
Validated by
FCEM Study

Unique Dimensions
Validated by
Boyatzis Study

Unique Dimensions
Validated as
Basic Competencies
by FCEM Study

Interpersonal Search
Persuasiveness
Achievement

Interpersonal Search
Persuasiveness
Achievement
Socialized Power

Tactical Ability
Commitment to School
Concern for Image
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SECTION C:

IMPLICATIONS OF THE NASSP AND MARTINKO STUDY

FOR THE SELECTION OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPETENCIES

A comprehensive research study on the content and criterion related

validity of the NASSP Assessment Center dimensional ratings used in Lee County

was conducted at Michigan State University under the direction of Neil Schmitt

(Schmitt et al., 1980). The study was supported by the Rockefeller Family

Fund and the Spencer Foundation. The study found satisfactory interrater

reliabilities and observed that the relationship between Assessment Center

ratings of principals, rating of "on-the-job" performance by the principals

(self-ratings) and by students showed little, if any, relationship to Assess-

ment Center ratings. They found that-the Assessment Center ratings on Leader-

ship, Organizational Ability, Oral Communication, Decisiveness, Judgment and

Problem Analysis were significantly correlated with job performance ratings on

specific job performance categories by supervisors and teachers. Assessment

Center dimensions of Range of Interests, Personal Motivation and Educational

Values were not related to any of the ratings on job performance.

School climate ratings by students, teachers and support staff were not

significantly correlated, but the school climate ratings by students were

found to be most highly related to Assessment Center ratings of principals.

Significant correlations were found with Problem Analysis, Judgment,

Decisiveness, Written Communication and Sensitivity.

This series of studies lends support to the general validity of

Assessment Center ratings of Leadership, Organizational Ability, Judgment,

Problem Analysis, Decisiveness, Sensitivity and Written and Oral Communication

for certain ratings of principals' performance.
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Respite the value of these research results, caution must be exercised in

using the data for the identification of competencies which differentiate

between average and excellent principals. The ratings of principals' perform-

ance used in this study do not necessarily measure the excellence of perform-

ance against a defined criteria.

However, if some validity can be assumed to be an independent objective

criterion of excellence (which was not used for the purposes of the Michigan

State Study), then the assessment dimensions of Organizational Ability, Judg-

ment, Decisiveness, Leadership, Sensitivity and Written and Oral Communication

as defined by NASSP should be taken into account in our task of identifying

competencies which differentiate high-performing principals.

A detailed view of the relationship between these dimensions is presented

on Table 9 by Schmitt et al. The correlations between assessment cenler

ratings on these dimensions are all significantly related. (see Table 8) That

is, to some extent the ratings are not independent. However, since some of

the correlations are lower, we must also assume that the ratings on individual

dimensions are somewhat independent.

The correlations on Table 9 are all significant and show a considerable

degree of overlap between ratings on these dimensions. Significant and higher

correlations between ratings of performance along several dimensions may be

due to.overlap in the definition of the dimensions or the influence of the

"halo" effect. A good example of the overlap of definitions is found in the

NASSP dimensions of Problem Analysis, Judgment and Organization. According to

the earlier analysis the unidimensional attribute of Concept Formation is

embedded in and common to all three dimensions. This may account for the very

high intercorrelations between these dimensions: Problem Analysis and

Judgment, .70; Problem Analysis and Organizational Ability, .65; Judgment and

Organizational Ability, .66. In addition, the "halo effect" has a greater
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TABLE 9

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN RATINGS ON NASSP ASSESSMENT CENTER DIMENSIONS

FOUND TO RELATE SIGNIFICANTLY TO RATINGS OF JOB PERFORMANCE

(From Schmitt, Table 2, 1980)

E
W-- >s1r
ord
s c.:
0. flt

w

01
T)
,)

Problem Analysis 1.00

Judgment .70 1.00

Decisiveness .56 .52

Leadership 57 .5?

Sensitivity .42 .42

Written Communication .46 .51

Organizational Ability . . . . .65 .66

U M
C,- N >

C 4-)
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r. E rit
0 I.- r3
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1.00

.49

.33

.38

.64

1.00

.34

.38

.54

1.00

.33

.34

1.00

.48 1.00

possibility of intruding when definitions are general or quite multi-

dimensional. The NASSP definition of Leadership, Organizational Abiii1 and

Sensitivity are all multi-dimensional; i.e., have more than one dimension

embedded in the definitions.

The implications of this excellent study of Schmitt et al., (1980) would

seem to be that we should consider the unidimensional dimensions embedded in

the NASSP dimensions to receive some support. This would support the

inclusion of the following: Information Gathering, Concept Formation,

Sensitivity, Organizational Ability, Management Control, Managing Interaction,

Pro-active Orientation, Coping with Information Load and being able to
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Recognize the Need to Make A Decision. The last two dimensions do not receive

any validity support from ither of the Boyatzis or the FCEM Studies. In

addition, Recognizing the Need may easily overlap with Judgment and Concept

Formation--in fact, the correlation between Decisiveness (defined as

Recognizing the Need to Make A Decision) and Problem Analysis and Judgment was

observed to be .56 and .52 respectively by Schmitt et al. Further, the

AbiLiSX to Deal with a Yglume of. Paperwork (embedded in the definition of

Organizational Ability) involves Coping with Information Load; but as indicat-

ed in Appendix'A, p. 69 (under Control), it also involves the Ability to Form

Concepts or Ideas and Set Priorities. Again the common attribute of Coj

Formation may account for the observed relationships. On this basis we would

delete the last two dimensions listed above and assume that the Michigan State

NASSP Study provides "on-the-job" behavioral support for the following

dimensions: Information Gathering, Concept Formation, Sensitivity, Organila-

tional Ability, Management Control, Managing Interaction and Proactive Orien-

tation.

Before leaving the analysis of the NASSP Study, two issues should be

noted:

I. That the NASSP Study finds strong support for the validity of the

dimensions of Ural and Written Communication. Written Communication was not

included in our earlier analysis because it is not readily measured in most

(Assessment Center) settings and is probably better measured in a testing

format (unless an Assessment Center exercise were specifically designed to

measure this dimension). The implication is that Oral and Written Communica-

tion may be relevant; and in addition, Oral Communication was identified as a

differentiating competency in the Boyatzis Studies.

2. That the NASSP Study did not find any support for the validity of the

dimensions of Personal Motivation, Range of Interests or Educational Values.
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE MARTINKO STUDY

The Martinko Study was sponsored by the Florida Council on Educational

Management. Its purpose was to use trained observers in a time-sampling

method to observe "on-the-job" behaviors of nrincinals. The sample was

determined by a study which identified high-performing and moderate-performing

principals on the basis of a set of objective criteria of "success ";e.g., the

verbal and numerical abilities of the students, recommendations by the

superintendent, and at least three-year's tenure in the school. The sample of

principals was drawn from.the same population used in the FCEM Study conducted

by McBer (Huff). The generic behaviors which formed the framework for

observations in this study are presented on Table 10.

TABLE 10

INTERACTIVE AN GENERIC BEHAVIORS USED IN MARTINKO STUDY

\Interactive Behaviors

Description Duration Frequency

Principal Interacting With
Secretary 10% 21%

Faculty 15% 17%

Mixed Group 24% 8%

Location
Inner Office .47% 49%

Multiple Location 12% 4%

Grounds 10% 13%

Outer Office 8% 18%

Number of People Present
__.

One 10% 19%

Two 36% 6U%

Three or More 28% 27%

Medium of Communication
Verbal Face-to-Face 79% 78%

Telephone- 10% 14%

Written 4% 5%
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TABLE 10, Continued

Description Duration Frequency

Form of Initiation
Principal 45% 54%

Opposite Party 26% 36%

Clock .
20% 5%

Generic Behaviors
Nature and Functions of Principal Behavior

Mintzbera Events
Unscheduled Meetings 28% 42%

Deskwork. 22% 47%

Tours 15% 6%

Purpose of Contact
Giving Information 23% 26%

Receiving Information 23% 27%

Tours 17% 12%

Managerial Roles
Monito- 26% 31%

Leader 24% 28%,

Disseminator 13% 14%

Leader Observation Sstem
26% 37%

.Exchanging Information . . . .

Planning/Coordinating 14% 14%

Monitoring/Controlling 11% 8%

Functional Areas of Responsibility
Staff/Personnel . . 34% 45%

Pupil /Personnel 23% 24%

School/Community Interface 14% 12%

Leadership Style
Task 78% 78%

Human Relations 18% 18%

McBer
Firmness & Enforcing Quality Standards 29% 37%

Monitoring 17% 19%

Persuasiveness 10% 10%

Observer Generated Categories
Monitoring/Disseminating 44% 47%

Initiating Structure 13% 20%

External Entities 9%
--,

6%
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Observers reported the number of times a principal would engage a

particular generic behavior; e.g., Monitoringn_a and the amount of duration of

time spent on that activity. In line with other psychological research

studies, this study finds that changes in the school situation are associated

with cnanges in the acitvities and the amount of time principals spend on

these activities. The study finds differences in principal behavior across

different schools (elementary vs. high schools) across different regions and

across schools located in areas differing in socio-economic status of

students' families.

Observations of the behavior of high-performing principals in general did

not differ significantly from observations of the behavior of average-

performing principals. The study focused on the "what" and "how long"

questions- -on the activities of principals; and as such, it records and

describes what principals do under varying conditions. Such measures do not

appear to differentiate between different levels of :cellence of performance.

For example, measures of the number of times people engage ih "Gathering

Information" or of the time they spend on gathering information does not

necessarily relate to the breadth or depth of information gathering in a given

area. Experimental and field studies show that it is the breadth of search- -

the number of sources or different areas searched which differentiates between

different performance levels. The same would appear to hold for other

behaviors such as planning, leading, making decisions, persuading and so on.

That is, while the behaviors of principals do vary across different

school situations, competencies which differentiate between high- and medium-

performing principals may not vary in the same manner. A number of studies

conducted across widely differing managerial situations (manufacturing,

retail, service, schools, and the like) identify a surprisingly similar list

of differentiating or high-performing competencies (see Boyatzis, 1982).
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It is more probable that high-performing competencies transfer or

generalize across managerial situations in which the same competencies are

engaged. '.The degree to which competencies are used may vary across some

managerial environments; e.g., across elementary and high schools. The

Martinko Study represents a very right source of information about the degree

to which behaviors are used in varying school environments. These data can

now be used to weight the high-performing competencies in each, school

environment. For example, if Organizing is an activity which principals use

more in high schools than in elementary schools, it can be weighted more for

high school principals.

Une significant finding of the Martinko Study which is directly relevant

to the task of this report is that high-performing principals engage in fewer

embedded or tangential activities while undertaking a major activity. This

finding would fit in with a great many studies which show that performance is

more effective in complex environments when behavior is more proactive. "Put-

ting out fires" or reacting to the immediate demand of the ironmenVis a

pattern which develops out of ineffective or insufficient planning, lack of

effective information gathering and concept formation, poor communication,

ineffective delegation and management development. One of the functions of

managing is to keep the environment at an optimal level of stress or informa-

tion load. Effective information processing (information gathering, concept

formation), planning, organizing, prioritizing and controlling can reduce

environmental stress and information overload. When managerial environments

are optimal, managers (principals) can exercise their proactive competencies

to a greater degree (Schroder, Driver and Streufert, 1967).
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Summary

This latter Martinko finding regarding embedded events highlights the

significance of two sets of competencies in current school environments:

1. Competencies required to control the demands of the environ-
ment (the job) (see Rosemary Stewart, 1976, in Martinko's
report). These competencies such as Information Search,
Concept Formation, (and Prioritizing) Planning, Organizing,
Delegating and Managing Interaction, are used by managers to

structure or control the demands of the environment's so as to
improve the potential for proactive and achievement skills to
be engaged which in turn improve productivity.

2. The need to select principals on the basis or the competencies
of Proactive Orientation, Achievement, Motivation and Cogni-
tive Skills. Organizational effectiveness depends to a consi-
derable degree on the ability of managers to deal with
multiple concepts or perspectives, to take broad internal
responsibility--and to aspire to high standards of excellence.
Such competencies interact with environmental load and stress
and can only achieve their potential effects in an optimal
environment.

SECTION D:

THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE HIGH-PERFORMING

AND BASIC COMPETENCIES

The dimensions used for assessing principals in three Florida Assessment

Centers were selected on the basis of job analyses. A job analysis study

describes the behaviors and skills which managers are required to enact in

order to perform their particular job. It does not identify specific behaviors

or competencies which are associated with superior performance on the job.

In studying the behaviors and skills emerging out of job analyses of the

principal's job in the three Florida Assessment Centers, it was found that

some dimensions were multidimensional. A multidimensional definition is one

in which two behaviors or skills are included which are not perfectly or

highly correlated with each other. For example, if Leadership is defined as
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"directing and coordinating the activities of others, delegating authority and

responsibility and providing a means for follow-up" then Coordination,

Delegation and Management Control are all involved. However, measures or

ratings of these three attributes may not be significantly or highly

correlated. Indeed we often observe high ratings for Coordination and low

ratings for Delegation or follow-up.

The first step in the identification of the high-performing competencies

was to list the unidimensional competencies embedded in the dimensions used in

three major Florida school district Assessment Centers. This list is based on

job analyses. The list appears at the top of Tables 1 and 2 and is reproduced

on Table 11.

TABLE 11

Unidimensional Competencies Embedded in the
Broward, Dade and Lee County Dimensions

Information Gathering
Concept Formation
Conceptual Flexibility
Decisiveness
Sensitivity

Developmental Orientation

Organizational Ability
Management Control
Managing Interaction
Oral Communication
Nonverbal Communication

Vocabulary and Grammar
Stress Tolerance

Coping with Load

Confidence
Professionalism
Persuasion
Performance Appraisal
Intrinsic Satisfaction

(with work)
Behavioral Effectiveness
Recognize Need for A

Decision

Use appropriate Leader
Skills

The second step was to investigate the degree to which these

unidimensional competencies were validate° by two major sets of experimental

studies (Boyatzis, 1982 and the FCEM Study by Huff, Lake and Schaalman, 1982).

These studies identified cordpetencies which significantly differentiated

between managers performing at high and average levels of performance,
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measured against objective criteria of performance. These will be referred to

as high-performance competencies.

The unidimensional competencies which received validating support from

the above studies are presented on Table 8, p. 27. Competencies not supported

by either study are also listed on Table 8.

As we discussed earlier, the FCEM study is the most relevant to the

competencies of school principals; and since it is also a sound methodological

study, it will be given the highest weighting in identifying high-performance

competencies for the selection and develorment of school principals in the

state of Florida.

The FCCM study validates five of the Florida competencies. These are:

* INFORMATION GATHERING
* CONCEPT FORMATION
* CONCEPTUAL FLEXIBILITY

* ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY
* PROACTIVE ORIENTATION

The same study also validates three additional competencies not used in the

Florida Assessment Centers. These are:

* INTERPERSONAL SEARCH * PERSUASIVENESS

* ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Turning to the Boyatzis Studies which are also weighted highly in

selecting our high-performance competencies, we found that this work cross-

validated six of the above competeticies--all except Information Gathering and

Organizational Ability. The Boyatzis Studies also validated three additional

Florida unidimensional competencies. These are:

* DECISIVENESS * MANAGING INTERACTION
* ORAL COMMUNICATION

one additional competency was also validated in these studies using

managers in non-school environments, namely Socialized Power. Socialized

Power is defined as the ability to build alliances, networks, coalitions or
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teams. In order to accomplish tasks, they build political coalitions or

networks that did not exist previously. This competency would be difficult to

assess in standard assessment center simulations and would be more

appropriately assessed using critical incident interviews or performance

appraisal. The fact that it was not identified in the FCEM Study is puzzling.

Perhaps principals do not engage in these processes, processes which may be

very effective in school management. The Martinko Study does not observe this

behavior directly in the schools. However, it was found that high-performing

principals estimated that they have a greater percentage of funds raised from

outside sources than do moderate-performing principals. Clearly, there may be

indirect support that high-performing principals do, in fact, know how to use

Socialized Power in order to attract additional funds for their schools. The

significance of this competency for selecting and developing principals,

however, must await further research.

In Phase III of this study, the implications of the findings of the NASSP

Michigan Study (Schmitt, et al, 1980) and the FCEM sponsored study by Martinko

(1983) were also investigated. The NASSP Study lends cross-validating support

to the high-performing competencies of:

* INFORMATION GATHERING
* CONCEPT FORMATION
* ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY
* ORAL COMMUNICATION

* MANAGEMENT CONTROL
* MANAGING INTERACTION
* PROACTIVE ORIENTATION

The Martinko Study offers indirect support for the inclusion of

competencies which reduce the potential for "reactive management" such as

improved planning via information gathering, concept formation, conceptual

flexibility, better communication, more effective delegation and management

development. The study also offers school districts data which can be used to

weight the significance of the high-performing competencies in varying school

environments.
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PROPOSED HIGH-PEPFORMING COMPETENCIES

On the bests of all the evidence reviewed and other relevant

considerations, the following list of High-Performing Competencies are

proposed. All appear to differentiate between average- and high-performing

principals.

* PROACTIVE ORIENTATION
* DECISIVENESS
* INTERPERSONAL SEARCH
* INFORMATION SEARCH
* CONCEPT FORMATION
* CONCEPTUAL FLEXIBILITY

* MANAGING INTERACTION
* PERSUASIVENESS
* ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
* MANAGEMENT CONTROL
* ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY
* SELFPRESENTATION

PROPOSED LIST OF BASIC COMPETENCIES

Since the FCEM sponsored study focused on the competencies of school

principals, it will be used as the primary source for the identification of

the basic competencies--that is competencies which are required to perform the

role of principal adequately. The evidence indicates that these competencies

are important to perform well as a principal, but they do not differentiate

between excellent- and average-performing principals. This study identified

the following basic competencies: Developmental Orientation, Delegation,

Tactical Ability, Commitment to School Mission, and Concern for Image. Other

studies provide support for the following additional basic competencies;

Organizational Sensitivity, Written Communication and adequacy of Technical

Knowledge.

The following list of basic competencies are proposed.

* COMMITMENT TO SCHOOL MISSION
* CONCERN FOR IMAGE
* TACTICAL ADAPTABILITY
* DEVELOPMENTAL ORIENTATION

* DELEGATION
* WRITTEN COMMUNICATION
* ORGANIZATIONAL SENSITIVITY
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SECTION E;

DEFINITIONS AND BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS OF HIGH-

PERFORMING AND BASIC COMPETENCIES

The high-performing competencies identified will now be defined and each

will be illustrated by a few behavioral indicators. These competencies have

been defined for use in assessment center methods, targeted and critical

incident interview methods and in performance appraisal. Each definition was

constructed with the following criteria in mind: (1) unidimensionality; (2)

direct relationships to validated competency; (3) feasibility of measuring in

standard assessment methods. The definitions draw heavily on the work carried

out in the school districts of Broward, Dade, Lee and Palm Beach counties; the

FCEM and Boyatzis Studies, and recent experience in the measurement of similar

competencies. The work carried out in Palm Beach County on behavioral

indicators is well conceived, highly relevant and is used extensively in this

work.

The clusters and competencies are presented on Table 12. The clusters

are similar to those proposed in the FCEM Study- -the clusters of Organization

and Communication were added to include the proposed competencies of

Delegation and Organizational Skills and the competencies of Oral Presentation

and Written Communication respectively.
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TABLE 12

THE PROPOSED HIGH PERFORMING AND BASIC COMPETENCIES

Cluster

Hi gh- Performing

Competencies Basic Competencies

Purpose and Direction 1. Proactive Orientation 3. Commitment to School

2. Decisiveness Mission

Cognitive Skills 4. Interpersonal Search
5. Information Search
6. Concept Formation
7. Conceptual Flexibility

Consensus Managment 8. Managing Interaction 10. Concern for Image

9. Persuasiveness 11. Tactical Adaptability

Quality Enhancement 12. Achievement Motivation 14. Developmental

13. Management Control Orientation

Organization 15. Organizational Ability 16. Delegation

Communication 17. Self Presentation 18. Written Communication
19. Organizational

Sensitivity

DEFINITIONS AND BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS

FOR THE HIGH-PERFORMING COMPETENCIES

Purpose and Direction "luster

1. Proactive Orientation

Takes the role of being fully "in charge" and responsible for all that

happens in d situation or a job; reflects an "internal control" orientation in

which the person behaves with the full assumption that they can be the "cause"

and can move events, create change and achieve goals; initiates action and

readily takes responsibility for all aspects of the situation--even beyond

ordinary boundaries--and for success and failure in task accomplishment;

initiates actions of self and others to learn about the organization and to

achieve goals.
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Behavioral Indicators:

1.1 Takes overall responsibility for progress of a group or a task or for
obtaining and using resources.

1.2 Initiates actions, proposals or plans for self and others to accomplish
tasks.

1.3 Accepts and portrays personal responsibility for failures/barriers and
learnsfrom experiences to overcome potential or real barriers.

1.4 Accepts ultimate responsibility for staff, students and teachers.

2. Decisiveness

Expresses forcefulness and confidence when a decision is made. A

readiness to make decisions, render judgments, take actions and commit oneself

and others regardless of the quality of the decision.

Behavioral Indicators:

2.1 Expresses little ambivalence about decisions that have been made (but may
recognize alternatives).

2.2 Is forceful and self confident in making decisions.

Cognitive Skill Cluster

4. Interpersonal Search

Is able to discover, understand and verbalize the concepts, thoughts,

ideas held by others; is not only sensitive to the ideas and opinions of

others but behaves to ensure an understanding of the feelings and

verbalizations of others.

Behavioral Indicators:

4.1 Uses probing repetition to have others describe their own perspectives,
ideas and feelings.

4.2 Is able to discover and understand the ideas and concepts of others--from
their point of view.

4.3 Uses summary, clarification and paraphrasing to test the accuracy of
one's conception of another's perspective; e.g., of a teacher, a student.
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5. Information Search

Searches for and gathers many different kinds of information before

arriving at an understanding of an event or a problem; uses formal and

informal observation, search and interaction to gather information about the

environment; is aware of the breadth (number of sources) and depth (what is

learned from each relevant source) of information search.

Behavioral Indicators:

5.1 Gathers information about problems from a variety of sources or events

before making a decisior or committing resources.

5.2 Is aware of breadth (or the number of different sources) of information

search.

5.3 Gathers sufficient information in each essential area searched (both

inside and outside the organization) in order to arrive at relevant ideas

or concepts. Strives to be well informed.

6. Concept Formation

Is able to for:m concepts, hypotheses, ideas on the basis of information;

can reorder information into ideas, see relationships between patterns of

information from different sources, and can link information separated

spatially or over time; uses a logical K 3 cess of forming ideas based on

information from different sources.

Behavioral Indicators:

6.1 Develops 0 concept in order to make sense out of an array of information

separated in space or time.

6.2 Finds meaning themes or patterns in a sequence of events or inputs.

6.3 Usesinslght that emerges after examining an issue or a problem which is

usually labeled and used for diagnostic purposes and for stating cause

and-effect relationships.

6.4 Perceives relationship between important events or links related events

into broader meanings (e.g., in In-Basket).
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7. Conceptual flexibility

Is able to use alternative or multiple concepts or perspectives when

discussing problem solving or making a decision; can view a person or an

event from different perspectives; can devise alternative plans or courses of

action and can visualize the pros and cons of each; considers information from

different points of view in arriving at a decision; is able to view an event

from multiple perspectives simultaneously.

Behavioral Indicators:

7.1 Views events from different (multiple) perspectives simultaneously.

7.2 In group situations, keeps different group members' perspectives "on
table" for discussion.

7.3 Discovers and uses these conflicting or different views of events in
problem solving and dialogue.

7.4 Takes into account the perspective of subordinates, managers in the
person's own unit (e.g., department, school) and significant "others"
outside the person's unit and organization in planning and problem
solving.

<zit

7.5 Forms and uses multiple concepts in problem solving and interpersonal and
group interaction.

7.b Includes people from groups with different perspectives in planning
groups (e.g., students and parents in ) school setting and citizens of
the school community).

Consensus Manatement Cluster

8. Managing Interaction

Is able to get others to interact, to stimulate others to work together,

to understand each other, to resolve conflict or agree to its presence, to

encourage others to reach mutual agreement; uses own and others' ideas to

initiate and stimulate dialogue between others; demonstrates good group

process and facilitator skills.

Behavioral Indicators:

8.1 Stimulates others to interact in a group situation. s able to get
another to present and stimulate others to respond.
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8.2 Is able to get others to state their perspectives and then discuss
relationships and can motivate the group to move toward mutual agreement.

8.3 Is able to get people from different groups or conflicting groups to
engage in dialogue.

8.4 Facilitates an integrating role in interpersonal and group situations.

9. Persuasiveness

The ability to persuade or influence others through a number of possible

means: gaining and sustaining their attention and interest in a group

situation; using information or arguments, modeling the behaviors expected; or

being direct in specifying what others will do.

Behavioral Indicators:

9.1 Demonstrates ability to influence or persuade others to support one's
ideas or goals.

9.2 Uses a variety of techniques; e.g., modeling expected behavior, using
information, and expertise or authority, by being directive. Whichever

technique is used the operation here is "success in influencing.'

Quality Enhancement Cluster

12. Achievement Motivation

States high internal work standards; verbalizes personal and group goals

as a desire to do something better--better feedback on measures of how well

self or group is doing; shows frustration in meeting barriers or in response

to own or others' mistakes or failures.

Behavioral Indicators:

12.1 Expresses a desire to do the task better, better than it was done
previously, better than others do it, or better according to some
objective or subjective standard.

12.2 Makes expectations of high performance, excellence or high productivity
known to others.

12.3 Expresses frustration with barriers to reaching standards of excellence.

12.4 Wants measures of own productivity and performance in order to plot or

assess progress .
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13. Management Control

Devises opportunities to receive adequate and timely feedback about the

progress of work accomplishments of others; follows' up on delegated

activities or provides plans for or taking action on feedback of information

to others about meeting standards of productivity.

Behavioral Indicators:

13.1 Plans and schedules follow-up for all delegated and assigned activities.

13.2 Monitors the performance of managers and subordinates and schedules
reviews.

13.3 Plans and initiates activities which help in observing the work and
progress of others--both of individuals and department or grade level.

13.4 Informs others when tneir work is not meeting standards.

Organizational Cluster

15. Organizational Ability

Sets plans and promotes to accomplish goals; schedules activities and

the use of human and other resources for accomplishing goals; focuses on

time, deadlines, flow of activities or resources on ways to get the job done.

Behavioral Indicators:

15.1 Makes schedules, budgets own time; shows a concern for time and schedule.

15.2 RevieWs a task and then plans; e.g., reviews all items on desk and then
proceeds with a plan and schedule. Uses this style in work or simulation
situations.

15.3 Establishes priorities handling important issues first, allocating more
time to high-priority issues.

15.4 Organizes the activities of a group in order to develop a logical plan- -
what will be done first, second, and so forth, meetings and points of
communication.



Communication Cluster

17. SelfPresentation

Is able to cleaily present ones own ideas, others' ideas and information

in an open and genuine way; is able to share ideas with others in an open

informative, non-evaluative manner; effectively uses technical, symbolic,

non-verbal and visual aids or graphics in order to get the message across.

Behavioral Indicators:

17.1 Is able to communicate owh ideas to others in one-on-lne or group

situations in a clear informative manner. The criterion is not
persuasion but the degree to which the presentation was understood.

11.2 Can stimulate others to ask questions about own issues.

17.3 Is able to present in a way which is not interpreted as "demanding
conformity" or control.

DEFINITIONS AND OPERATIONS FOR THE

PROPOSED BASIC COMPETENCIES

Purpose and Direction Cluster

3. Commitment to School Mission

Holds a set of values about the school; e.g., welfare of the students,

fairness to staff; exhibits consistent behavior with values despite barriers.

Behavioral Indicators:

3.1 Promotes the welfare of the students.

3.2 Displays a humane concern for the feelings of teachers, parents and

students.

3.3 Takes difficult actions, which may he unpopular, when the welfare of

students seem to be at stake.

3.4 Emphasizes the importance of fairness in providing opportunities,

distributing priorities, administering scipline and distributing funds.

Ii1-
'
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Consensus Management Cluster

10. Concern for Image

Shows concern for the image of the school via the impressions created by

the students and staff and manages these impressions and public information

about the school.

Behavioral Indicators:

10.1 Advertises successes.

lu.2 Controls the flow of negative information.

11. Tactical Adaptability

States the rationale for using particular strategies; e.g., to influence

certain groups, tailors style of interaction to fit the situation and changes

style if it does not succeed.

Behavioral Indicators:

11.1 Indicates that an activity will be challenging.

11.2 Tailors one's style of interaction to the audience one wishes to
influence.

11.3 Adjusts strategy or adopts a different strategy when one is unsuccessful.

Quality Enhancement Cluster

14. Developmental Orientation

Holds high and positive expectations about others' potential, views

developing others as a property of the principal's job; works with others as a

coach, discussing performance problems, providing feedback about performance

and giving reassurance for development while allowing the person to take

individual responsibility.

Behavioral Indicators:

14.1 Holds high expectations about the potential of other people to develop.

14.2 Works to help others do their job better and uses follow-up in order to
develop others.
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14.3 Gives support, approval or recognition for developmental activities of
others.

14.4 Instills a value of "developing others" in ow staff members.

Organization Cluster

16. Delegation

'Delegates authority and responsibility clearly and appropriately in

accomplishiny organizational goals; this must be differentiated from

organiz4tion, that is, from the normal assignment of tasks which people

routinely do; delegates a project not currently a routine part of the person's

job; e.g., gathering information, developing a proposal or a plan,

implementing a project.

Behavioral Indicators:

16.1 Clearly delegates an activity which is not a routine task. Delegation
should specify the authority; e.g., "complete the task and then let us
discuss your decision." "Do the initial phase and then check with me
before you make a decision."

16.2 Delegates defined activities; e.g., information gathering, planning,
implementing.

Communication Cluster

18. Written Communication

Clear, concise and properly.structured written communication.

Behavioral Indicators:

18.1 Expresses meanings clearly in memos and letter. .

18.2 Uses adequate vocabulary.

18.3 Uses correct spelling and punctuation.

18.4 Uses appropriate and corn t sentence and paragraph construction.
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19. Organizational Sensitivity

The awareness of the effects of one's behavior and decisions on other

people and other groups in and outside the organization.

Behavioral Indicators:

19.1 Responds tactfully in both written and oral communication to others in
and out of the organization.

19.2 Keeps persons in the organization informed when information received is
relevant or could be relevant to them.

19.3 Considers the position, feelings and perspectives of others when
planning, making decisions and organizing.

The above competencies, their definitions, and behavioral indicators are

presented in table form in Appendix B.

A Word About the Competencies

In identifying the competencies, the terms "high-performing" (HP) and

"basic" (B) were used. It should be noted that moderate-performing and high-

performing principals both practiced the s.)-called basic competencies. in a

sense, those competencies were essential in order for the schools to be

considered at least "average." The high-performing competencies were those

generic areas that differentiated the high-performing principals from their

moderate-performing counterparts.

The identified competencies are generi ; and not specific skills that may

be unique to a certain situation. This is important since it enables local

districts to apply these broader competenciet to specific situations. It may

be possible, for example, to prioritize the competencies on a local basis so

they fit the unique demands of a school or district. Obviously, this decision

should be based on local research in order tut the competencies will be

valid.
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PART III: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES

This report has reviewed the factors that led up to an intensive,

statewide effort to improve the quality of the principalship. The research

studies on the principalship were briefly described as well as the process

used to synthesize the competencies. What remains to be discussed in this

part of the report are recommendations on how and where to intervene in order

to improve the principalship. Although these strategies may vary from state

to state, it is felt that approaches described may be helpful.

The recommendations below are spread along a continuum which ranges from

points which are quite remote from the actual work setting of the principal to

points of intervention closely associated with the principal's day-to-day

activities.

Three major types of intervention have been characterized in Bennis,

Benne, and Chin (The Planning of Change, 1971). They are: the (1)

rational/empirical (for example, any attempt to bring about change through an

appe to reason), (2) normative/re-educative (for example, any attempt to

bring about change through a change in beliefs, values or group norms), and

(3) power/coercive (for example, any change attempt which directly

manipulates the systems, structures, or processes of an environment in order

to produce compliance to. a change.) It is recognized that any given

intervention is almost always a mixture of intervention types and motivation

sources, but such concepts are extremely useful as the potential interventions

and their respective likelihood of payoff are considered.
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Professional Associations

While remote from the day-to-day setting of the principal, professional

associations do impact many principals. Such associations serve as sensors

(and censors) for the principal by identifying new approaches to finance,

compensation, certification, selection, career problems (that is, stress, burn

out, professional development) and labor relations. Endorsement by such

associations does not guarantee acceptance by principals, but negative press

from the associations may stifle a proposed change or innovation. Such

organizations do search for new studies and new approaches to improvement, so

an opportunity for intervention is to review findings from the empirical

research on the principalship with such associations and, if possible, carry

it a step further by offering a national seminar in their executive education

programs. This intervention activity combines the rational/empirical approach

(for example, providing new study results) with the normative/re-educative in

the form of experiential workshop learning. Such interventions set the

conditions for principals and in-service directors to get exposure to new

approaches. It may also tap into a natural network of other professionals.

Intervening into national associations (as described above) is probably

not a very effective or powerful intervention as compared with an intervention

into a school district, but it does represent one source of new ideas and

activities for principals and more irportantly may give credibility to

proposed changes into the role of the principal.

Still another type of association intervention used by the Council has

been to focus on associations of individuals who make decisions about

principals. The Council has presented at the National Association of State

Boards of Education, the Educational Commission of the States, and The Chief

State School Officers Association (CSSO). In such presentations the

intervention is designed to (1) describe high-performing principals as
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revealed in the Council's research, and to (2) directly identify policies

which constrain such high performers. Finally, detailed recommendations are

given for supporting high performance in principals (certification, compensa-

tion, reward systems).

Stepping closer to the focal principal, the state associations seem to

play a more important influence role in the professional life of principals

than do the national associations. The regular face-to-face contacts, the

telephone networks, and newsletters all serve as direct sounding boards for

principals. In Florida, the state associations are all very active during the

legislative session as lobbyists and as vehicles for communication for and to

the principal. A favorable response by the state association helps to achieve

entry to the practicing principal. The Council on Educational Management in

Florida experienced initial resistance from the state associations until the

principals on the Council took the initiative to prepare a slide/tape for the

associations and then met with the leadership of the associations. The

important thrust of the interventions with the state associations was the

point that, "Yes, the Council is working on matters of direct concern for

principals. but they are doing it by first conducting the research necessary

to provide a sound foundation and then will seek consensus as they appro'ch

policies." Also, the associations were informed as to how they might

influence the Council. As these interventions took place resistance was

reduced, until the state associations themselves became the Council's advo-

cates. Of no minor significance in this intervention is the direct contact

with the association's legislative lobbyists whose opinions often shape the

attitudes of constituents to be either positively or negatively predisposed

toward change. Related very closely to such lobbyists are the staff of legis-

lators wno can help to swing support toward or away from a desired goal. ;n

the Council, frequent status reports were given to such staff.
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Once again all of the above interventions into associations and

legislative staffs are not likely to lead directly to changes in the behaviors

of principals. However, such interventions are likely to lead to more

favorable opinions by principals and this establishes part of the conditions

nece!sary to change.

Government

The role of the federal government as a source of funds to support basic

research and development (R & 0) has been greatly reduced in the last decade.

However, there are still small pockets of support for research and

dissemination. In this project the Council has used the federal capacity to

(1) convene, scholars interested in research on the principalship and to (2)

support planning for further. work (that is, this current project). Our

intervention at the national level was successful in getting NIE to sponsor a

conference on the principal. At the conference the research findings of the

Council were disseminated. Similarly, the regional division of the CSSO

association sponsored a conference and now the Southeastern Regional Council

for Educational Improvement (SFAC) is supporting this effort. , All such

efforts open new avenues for dissemination.

At the state level , the current chairman of the Council intervened in

several ways with the state legisliture. First, he used studies they had

sponsored to point out how ineffective previous legislation (the so-called

school based legislation) had been. He then challenged them to write a law to

improve the principalship which would support the work of a state council as a

change agent. Not only did they accept the challenge but put together

legislation which would support all the necessary functions that support

systematic improvement; namely, research, development, training,

certification, and compensation. This legislation backed up by a council



charged with the responsibility to bring about the desired improvements was,

of course, the major intervention. Without such facilitative legislation, no

opportunity to add to the scope of the other rational/empirical and

normative/re-educative change efforts with the power/coercive strategy

entailed in the legislation would have been possible.

The use of power as an intervention by the Council could be the `subject

of a study all by itself. Suffice it to say that the Council has used the

mandate of the law itself, the funds it could allocate, the training it could

s.)onsor, and the implied threat of certification and compensation as tools to

directly intervene with districts in the way they select, assess, train,

comp "nsate, and certify principals.

'-.ven though the Council has a legal mandate, its most important strategic

move was to invest in original research which would substantiate its later

policies in selection, training, and the like. Without such a research base,

it would nave been just one more voice clamoring for change. Also, the nature

of the research was strong empirically because it studied how high performers

were different from moderate performers. Such studies had a certain face

validity to toe action-oriented principal and at the same time increased the

status of the principalship by showing that principals could make a difference

in the education of children even under rather severe conditions. The

competencies identified in the studies can be readily transformed into skill

training packages vblvich could also be used by others to generate criteria for

assessment.

School Districts

As the Council considered school districts, it recalled its targets of

improvement: selection, training, performance appraisal, certification and

compensation. Next, it identified the "gatekeepers" for each function. For
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example, in the areas of selection and intern programs most districts either

had an assistant superintendent or director of human resources who

orchestrated these two vital arenas. The intervention tactic of the Council,

then, was to develop useful tools for assisting these gatekeepers; for

example, targeted selection, assessment centers, and intern grants. At the

same time the superintendents on the Council began making presentations to

their colleagues which alerted them to the fact that the time was coming when

the state would mandate new ways of selecting, training, and the like. As

these presentations occurred, superintendents typically went back to their

districts and encouraged their staff people to find out what the Council was

developing. Thus, over time the audience for Council meetings grew and grew

with people who would carry the message back to their districts. When the

Council was ready to improve performance appraisals, it solicited the help of

the state association of personnel directors to develop a set of guidelines

for school boards on the design and use of appraisals. As gatekeepers for

training, district inservice directors twCdft involved in preparing RFP's for

training grants. Similarly, for each of the Council's targets, key gatekeeper

groups were identified and interventions were designed and implemented. While

no one intervention was sufficient, the combined effect of all the

interventions is producing change.

Chronologically, once its research was well underway the Council began a

multi - faceted intervention program into districts. First, it used its funds

to set up demonstration projects on how to select principals more

systematically. It supported two of the more prominent methods in use today;

namely, assessment centers and targeted selection. Both strategies use job

analytic techniques which could be related to the Council's competency

research. Next, it supported intern programs which also had to meet analytic

criteria developed by the Council. Further, it supported training development
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grants to translate competencies into training programs. In each case when

developmental or demonstration funds were granted, a clause was written into

the grant mandating the receiving district to train other professionals from

other districts in the new technology, this helped to ensure dissemination.

To assist with dissemination, the Council developed a slide/tape presentation

which Council members used frequently in districts. Several districts even

took the slide/tape presentation and adapted it for their own district's use.

Universities

The combined impact of the Council's interventions into districts was to

render some of the curriculum being taught at the universities irrelevant.

The Council's work also changed the requirements for the basic Administration

and Supervision certificate. Initially, administration and supervision

departments at the universities resisted such change; but, in a series of

face-to-face meetings between a representative group of university professors

and the university professors on the Council, the professors decided to

support the Council's directions. Once again, the systematic base formed in

the Council's research plus the Council's direct link to funding through the

legislature constituted an intervention based on power for the Council. Today

the state association of university professors who teach educational

administration are translating the competencies in the Council's research into

a paper and pencil exam which will be required of all applying for the first

level of principal certification.

Networks

The next change effort used by the Council was not so much an

intervention into existing organizations as it wcs the creation of a new

force. The Council created regional networks to help disseminate its programs

and to act as information links on programs and projects related to the



improvement of the principalship. The networks are being established in each

of five pre-existing state regions. The composition of the networks is by

design a diagonal slice of education with representatives from higher

education, the state department of education, district management personnel

and principals.

Principals

Most of the activities designed to influence the principal directly have

been of the rational/empirical and normative/re-educative type. Special

workshops have bEln added to the front and back of state association meetings

and have been designed to familiarize principals with the researr'l and actions

of the Council. In addition, the state training vehicle known as the Florida

Academy for School Leaders (FASO offers quarterly workshops on the research

of the Council and on Effective Principals. Such workshops have been

uniformly well attended. Increasingly, the Academy's workshops have reflected

the works of the Council. They also have altered their design by moving from

informationgiving workshops to those which emphasize skill development.

Human Resources

In order to maintain the various intervention activities described above

an ever increasing human resource base is needed. The Council is resolving

this problem by offering career enrichment for existing professionals. It has

made training available for university faculty, state department staff, and

school district staff to become master trainers in such areas as assessment

centers, targeted selection, interaction management, compensation, and intern

development. So far, the number of persons volunteering for such additional

training has kept abreast of the need.
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Corclusions

This section has reviewed the various means that the Council has used to

intervene into the natural processes of education in order to improve the

principalship. It should be obvious that no single intervention was

sufficient. Rather, it was the vision that the principal may be seen as a

nodal point in the center of a set of circles of influence (e.g., district,

state, region) that was the source of success for the Council. Each circle of

influence has gatekeepers (for example, in the legislature it was the Speaker

of the House, in the state department of education it was a department head,

in the district it depended on the target, and so on). The Council's genius

as an intervener was to develop its own empirical research base and then to

systematically leverage change in each of the circles that influence the

principal by collaborating with the natural gatekeepers in each influence

arena.

Cecil Golden's feelings were captured by Manasse when she concluded:

"By involving all affected groups, by working to change the basic
system rather than imposing a new bureaucratic structure on top of
the existing one, by proceed;ng in a carefully planned, rational
manner, and by creating the necessary incentives and providing the
necessary information and support for change, the Council has made
real progress in its goal of improving conditions for principals'
effectiveness." (Manassee, p.40).

The experience of Florida in attempting to modify and refine the

principalship should provide states within the region with an example. What

intervention elements or strategies other states choose to implement should

take into consideration the unique conditions that exist in each state. The

single most characteristic ingredient of the process described was the ability

to involve all the affected groups to change the basic system into one moving

not just toward improvement but toward excellence.
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APPENDIX A

THE IDENTIFICATION OF UNIDIMENSIONAL ATTRIBUTES

IN DIMENSIONAL DEFINITIONS

Note: The dimensional definitions used are from the Assessment Programs in
Broward County, Dade County and Lee County (Lee uses the NASSP
Dimensions).
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ANALYSIS

Source/Definitions - Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County 1.

Analysis: Relating and comparing data
from different sources, securing rele-
vant information and data, evaluating 2.

situations and visualizing potential
problems.

Information Gathering or Search:
(Securing relevant information
from different sources).

Forming ideas or concepts from
patterns: (Relating and compar-
ing data from different sources.

3. Forming and using alternative per-
spectives or concepts: Evaluating
situations and visualizing potent-
ial problems: (i.e., generating
alternative perspect i vest

Dade County 1.

Perception: To identify, assimilate
and comprehend the critical elements
of a situation, to interpret implica-
tions of alternative courses of action 2.

and define solutions to problems.

Information Gathering or Search:
To identify the critical .elements
of a situation; i.e., to identify
the most relevant data).

Concept Formation: To assimilate
and comprehend the critical
elements of a situation.

3. Forming and using alternative per-
spectives or concepts.

NASSP 1.

Problem Analysis: Ability to seekout
FiTiVWFt data and analyze complex
information to determine the important
elements of a problem situation;
searching for information with a pur-
pose.

Information gathering or search:
(To seek out relevant data and
analyze complex information to
determine the important elements
of a problem situation; searching
for information with a purpose.)

2. Concept Formation: (Co determine
the important elements).
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JUDGMENT

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County 1.

Decisiveness/Judgmeht: Developing
alternative courses of action, making
decisions which are based on factual
information and logical assumptions,
readiness to make decisions and commit
oneself.

Forming Ideas and Concepts from
Patterns of Information: (Meing
decisions which are based on
factual information and assump-
tions.)

2. Forming or using alternative per-
spectives or concepts: (develop-
ing alternative courses of
action).

3. Decisiveness: (Readihess to make
decisions and commit oneself.

Dade County 1.

Decision Making: To use logical and
sound judgment in use of resources,
determining courses of action and
defining solutions to problems.

NASSP 1.

Judgment: Skill in identifying educa-
tional needs and setting priorities;
ability to reach logical conclusions
and make high quality decisions based
on available information; ability to
critically evaluate written communica-
tions.

To Use Logical and Sound Judg-
ment.

Forming ideas or concepts from
Patterns of Information: Identi-
fying educational needs. . . the
ability to reach logical conclus-
ions and make high-quality decis-
ions based on available inform-
ation.

A
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DECISIVENESS

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County 1. Decisiveness: Readiness to make

a decision and commit oneself.

See under Judgment.Broward separated
Judgment and Decisiveness for the
purposes of assessing middle and high

school principals.

Dade County .1.

Decisiveness: To make decisions, ren-

der judgments, take actions indepen-

dent of quality, and defend decisions,
judgments and actions when challenged
by others.

Decisiveness: Ability to make
decisions and take actions.

2. Ability to defend decisions.

NASSP 1. To be able to recognize when a
decision is required.

Decisiveness: Ability to recognize
when a decision is required (dis-

regarding the quality of the decision)

and to act quickly.

SENSITIVITY

1

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

.1.....1...11.1....

Broward County

Sensiivity: Actions that indicate (4
consideration of the needs and feel-
ings of others.

1. Sensitivity: (A consideration of

the needs and feelings of others).
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SENSITIVITY, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Dade County

Interpersonal: To be sensitive and
behave in ways which reflect the needs
and feelings and capabilities of
others; to deal effectively with
others regardless of status or
position, to accept interpersorwl dif-
ferences and develop rapport' with
others.

NASSP

Sensitivity: Ability to perceive the
needs, concerns and personal problems
of others, skill in resolving con-
flicts, tact ih dealing with persons
from different backgrounds; ability to
deal with people concerning emotional
issues; knowing what information to
communicate and to whom.

1. Sensitivity: To be sensitive to
the needs, feelings, and abilities
of others-regardless of status.

2. To develop rapport with others.

1. Sensitivity: The ability to
perceive the needs and problems of
others.

2. Managing interaction: Skill in
resolving conflicts and tact in
dealing with persons with differ-
ent backgrounds, and the like.

ADAPTABILITY

Source/Definitions

Brows rd County

Unidimensional Attributes

Adaptabi I i ty: Maintaining effective-
ness in varying environments, tasks,
responsibilities or people. (Used as
a relevant dimension only for high

1. Forming and using different per-
spectives and concepts as a basis
for behavior: (Changing concepts
and behavior across different
people or situations).

school principals.) 2. Ability to behave effectively in
different situations.
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ADAPTABILITY, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Dade County 1.

Adaptability: To modify behavior and

approaches in dealing with different
situations and different persons.

NASSP

Sensitivity: Defined broadly to in-
clude aspects of adaptability (see
under Sensitivity).

Forming and using different per-
spectives and concepts as a basis
for behavior: (Modifies behavior
across different situations and
people).

1. Sensitivity

DELEGATION

11111.11.1.10110.

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County

Delegation: Not assessed in element-
ary principals.

De legation--Middle School: Assigning
tasks to subordinates to utilizetheir
skills effectively in the execution of
responsibilities of the school admin-
istrator. Providing for the develop-
ment of the subordinates' skills.

Delegation--High School: Assigning
tasks to subordinates to utilize their
skills effectively in the execution of
responsibilities as a high-school
principal.

68

1. Delegation: (Assigning duties,
responsibilities and authority to
subordinates.

2. Developmental orientation: Pro-

viding for the development of
subordinate skills.)
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DELEGATION, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Dade County

Leadership: To direct and coordinate
the activities of others, to delegate
authority and responsibility and to
provide means of follow-up.

NASSP

Not As.;essed.

1. Delegation: (To delegate author-
ity and responsibility)

2. Organization Skills: (To direct
and coordinate the activities of
others ).

3. Control: (To provide means for
follow-up.

CONTROL

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Browaird County

Control--Elementary Principals: Es-
tablishing and using procedures to
monitor and/or regulate processes,
tasks or activities. Taking action to
monitor delegated activities.

Control/Monitor--Middle School: Es-
tablishing and using procedures to
monitor and/or regulate processes,
tasks or activities. Orientation to
and skill in accurately evaluating the
performance of subordinates' job
activities and responsibilities. (Not
included in High School dimensions.)

69

1. Control: (To establish proced-
ures, opportunities to monitor and
receive adequate and timely feed-
back about the progress of work
accomplishment of others.

2. Performance Appraisal Skills:
(The ability to accurately evalu-
ate the performance of subordin-
ates.)
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CONTROL, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Dade County 1.

Leadership: To direct and coordinate
the activities of others; to delegate 2.
authority and responsibility and to
provide means of follow-up.

NASSP

Organizational Ability: Ability to
plan, schedule and control the work of
others; skill in using resources in an
optional fashion; ability to deal with
a volume cf paperwork and heavy
demands on one's time.

Control: (To provide a means of
follow-up.)

Organization: (To direct and co-
ordinate the activities of
others.)

3. Delegation: (To delegate author-
ity and responsibility.

1. Control: (The ability to control
the work of others.)

2. Organization Skills: (Ability to
use resources in an optional
manner--e.g., scheduling, order-
ing, etc.)

3. Ability to cope with information
load. (Related to tolerance for
stress.) and ability to form con-
cepts and set priorities.

ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County

Planning and Organizing: Defining the
course of action for the accomplish-
ment of specific goals including the
appropriate allocation and use of
school resources, effective utiliza-
tion of personnel and establishing
appropriate activities.

70

1. Organizational Skills: (Readiness
to plan courses of action,
schedule activities and allocate
resources and set priorities to
pursue goals.)
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ORGANIZATIONAL ABILITY, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Dade County 1. Organizational Ability: (as above)

Organization and Plannin : To estab-
lish strategies for se f and others to
accomplsih specific results. To es-
tablish objectives, schedules and
priorities.

NASSP 1.

Organizational Ability: Ability to
plan schedule and control the work of
others; skill in using resources in an
optimal fashion,ability to dealwith
a volume of paperwork and heavy
demands on one's time.

Control: The ability to control
the work of others.

2. Organization Skills: Ability to
resources in an optimal manner;
e.g., scheduling.

3. Coping with information load.
(stress or concept formation)

LEADERSHIP

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County I.

Lea,:f:krship: Utilization and applica-
tion of the appropriate styles and
methods in guiding individuals and
groups toward task accomplishment.

71

Proactive Orientation: Takes
responsibility for interacting
with and guiding individuals and
groups for accomrlishing tasks.

2. Uses appropriate styles and
methods in proactive behavior.
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LEADERSHIP, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Dade County

Leadership: To direct and coordinate
the activities of others, to delegate
authority and responsibility and to

provide means of follow-up.

1. Organizational Skills: (To direct

and coordinate the activities of
others.)

2. Delegation: (To delegate author-
ity and responsibility.)

3. Control: To control via follow-up
activities.

NASSP 1.

Leadership: Ability to get others

involved in solving problems;ability
to recognize when a group requires
direction, to effectively interact
with a group to guide them to accomp-
lish a task.

Interaction Skills: Ability to
get others involved in dialogue- -
problem solving or moving toward
mutual agreement.

2. Proactive Orientation: Seizes
opportunity to give direction;
interacts with others taking broad
responsibility for task accomp-
lishment.

INITIATIVE

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broszrd Comity

Initiative: Active attempts to in-

-Mince others to achieve goals; self

starting rather than passive accep-
tance. Taking action to achieve goals
beyond what is necessarily called for.

72

1. Proactive Orientation: Initiates
actions of self and others to
achieve goals; goes beyond the
givers in taking responsibility
for task accomplishment.
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INITIATIVE, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Dade County

Not assessed.

NASSP 1.

Leadership: Ability to get others
involved in solving problems, ability
to recognize when a group requires
direction, to effectively interact
with a group to guide them to accomp-
lish a task.

Interaction Skills: Ability to
get others involved in dialogue- -
problem solving--or moving toward
mutual agreement.

2. Proactive orientation: Seizes
opportunity to give direction;
takes responsibility for task
accomplishment for self and
others.

JOB MOTIVATION

Source /Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County

Job Motivation: Experiencing a sense
of personal satisfaction from the
activities and responsibilities of the
principalship.

Dade County

Not Assessed.

73
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JOB MOTIVATION, Continued

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

NASSP 1. Intrinsic Satisfaction with job.

Personal Motivation: Need to achieve 2. Need to achieve.

TiElF1 activities attempted; evidence
that work is important in personal 3. Self-Policing.
satisfaction. Ability to be self -

policing.

TOLERANCE FOR STRESS

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County

Tolerance for Stress: Stability of
performance under pressure or opposi-
tion.

Dade County

Not Assessed.

1. Stress Tolerance: The ability to
continue to perform well under
pressure.

NASSP 1. Stress Tolerance: (as above.)

Stress Tolerance: Ability to perform
under pressure and during opposition;
ability to think on one's feet.
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IMPACT

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County 1. Creating good first impressions.

Impact: Creating good first impres- 2. Projecting confidence.
sions with individuals and groups;
projecting confidence and security, 3. Exhibiting professional demeanor.
exhibiting professional demeanor.

Dade County

Not Assessed.

NASSP

Not Assessed.

ORAL COPOIUWICATION

Source/Definitions Unidimensional Attributes

Broward County 1. Oral Communication.

Oral Communication: Effective verbal 2. Non-Verbal Communication.
expression in individual or group
situations including gestures and non-
verbal communication.

Dade County 1. Oral Communication.

Oral Communication: To effectively 2. Vocabulary and grammar.
present and express information oral-
ly; to properly use technical factors 3. Non-Verbal Communication.
such as voice reflection, grammar,
vocabulary and eye contact.

NASSP 1. Oral Communications.

Oral Communication: Ability to make a
clear oral presentation of facts and
ideas.
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FLORIDA PRINCIPAL COMPETENCIES: BASIC MD HIGH PERFORMING,

CLUSTER COMMENCY BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS ,

li
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ca

ca

WI
OA

1

HP

.-....,

HP

I. pRoActinmusestitat Tates the role

et beiges half 6441 064 rspeasa,:o fee
all that hopes* he a situation es a Je... M
1atower4 emettersebestatioa As pwsese
behove e4th the felt almsmptites tot As, era
be the ew and ma arms egreotr. .1440
chomps sod *Atom goats. tototoo aegis* sled
reoftlp taboo seepesoilalifty as all sweets et
the ettestimos-volo boomed eed&oory boodartoo

des esooso oaf tallow to task em000pttstr

1,4 fosse oyes*** respowelbility foe progress of o 'romp or tee* or tot obtslaSos wild

seta, rewrites..
1.2 141t1atot actives. ProPooaill Or plasm ioe mar and ethers to oromaPiteb taste.
1.3 Accept and pecteey persomel tespoaelbIllty toe tellowes/bosstes mai loom Isom

empesioacos to osecoesse poieilsi ps sada bessiess,

1.4 Accepts eltbmato reepeastbiiiir fog staff, sty/Moto anal toacho.re.

4. I
and
moot. batistes actions of molt omit MMta to
loess Mee& the argebleatles seed bo oshUmos
peals.

2. ettolumw Impresses haroefulaeos
ad o 40stotas to soft.
reedbassO be oohs footatemo, seadef teOpmeste.

2.' 'Impresses 111110 aelsivalsose abaft declelose that haws boom cads Oct ass secogasso

alternatives'.
2.2 tercels' oad soil comaideat is apaimo daoss&sns,

take smotioa0 oaf egoodeauroolf mod otiose

eolowdlese of Woo Imolai', ot the doetioft.

3. WM= aeldwo est

et se gee *shoe s e.g., eolface of
the etseleate. talcum to Motto behmmiec i
coasioteal wilt% valise. 411.4011 barrio...,

3.1 'remotes the welfare of the stedoate.
1.2 Displays a booms centers fee the feelings of towbar.. perseta. doe sioOlts,
3.3 tease 4Afticolt eetiebe. which soy be empepoial. chola tho welfare of steams *sees to

be *s stets.
iO b4*.lotelse the lopmelbeetk of falreemto is pcomidtaa oppostmettles. 44strtbot1n, prtse

Moe. adalaletergoo Ateelpllaa bed 44strlbstlaq fonds.

--

HP - HIGN PERFORMING

BASIC
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CLUSTER COMPETENCY BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS

N
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Je
us
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HP 4. INIERPOIONAL soncH is obi. so
discovrete eadeastaad and verbalise the coacepte
thoughts, ideas held by ethers. Is slot eddy
sensitive to the ideas and opimisme of curets
but behaves to eaeste an undststasdimq of the
feelings and verbalisations of ethers.

.1 Imes probios, repetition to hove *thol describe their own posepctives, ides, owl

teensy's.a is able to discover and understand the idea. and concepts of mincetree their point

of elev.
4.3 Ones summary clarification and paraphrasing to teet the accuracy of onos conception

of eftethees perspective' .q.. of a teacher, student.

HP 5. IMIORMAVOR Imo s..edwos for and
gathers meal digitises' hinds of losloremtiom
before artists, at an endoestavedloo of en event
or PrOhlrai. Voss fern) and informs) oboe,*
victim. search and lstrectioo to 'ether sales-
oats°, about the *entrustment. The bseedtbreadth

invoker of seeeceel and depth (newt se learned
tics each reltressit soures, of tater not lun
search.

----...,_

S.1 Gathers inforuatiow about problems (toe a eaglet' of Worre or vvents bolo"' 11"1"14, a
Jecisson or cnemiltlny sower's,.

5.2 Ilseadth ins the number of difierent &coulees) of information search.
S.) (*.athlete sufficient information in each essential area searched (both inside and outsi.kr

the otganistion) In oral to active at relevant ideas Or concepts. Sttives to be well

intocw4.

-

HP 6. CQNCLP p -etwr ability to form

-

411*velcil a Ceftctrt in niter to oak. ens. out r( an &Stag Or litetertion est..rated in

spare or time.
1 6.2 rinds weaning theme. Or patterns in a Wiplusim011 of events or inputs.

4.1 After melning ow lesion or a problem insight emerges which is usually labeled and used

for dtgnostic purposes and tor stating cause and effect relationships.
6.4 Nicely*, relationship between invortont events or lints related events into broader

trenings (e.g., in inliseketl.

concepts, hypotheses, o on the heels of
inforenitios. Can reorder ioloirsistiose into

ideas. sse ireistioaships between petitions of
information free ditterese sources. sod cam
link ioloroOtisa ooparate Specially en over
time. A logical process of Nmnolog Ideas based
as laterestieo freedlleteremt sources.

HP 7. CONCEPTUAl FLE11.11.1 TY - The ehliter

to seltiple or
7.i view, events Eros different foultiple/ perspectives simultaneously.

7.3 In group ltuetlons keeps different group membets perspectives 'on two tshie" lot die-

ruse ion.

7.3 Conflicting or different v1ews ot events ego diecmvered and used In proble* solving

and dialogue.
7.4 rerepoctivo of subordinates, saftogetO in the person's own unit le.g., depottment. schoAl

one lenificent °others 'outside the person's unit and oeganitation are taken into

account is loonini and pcoGleo solving.
7.1 rams and uses multiple concepts in problem oolvini and interpersonal and group

interact loo.

wee alterastive et coneepts
perepottivOS when dasceselmg problem solving or
motion a deelsiee. Can vies a person Sr as
event free different perspectives, coo devise
ltereetive playas se courses of diction sod can
visualise the peers and epee of sae's. Coasidete
interostlem tees diftereet point. of slow in
ascii/al at a decisive. the ability to view
on eves% leas aeltiple powapectives siewltane-
mostly.
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8. vgaraliithIERAcuith - me ability to
get others to interact. to stloulat others to
work together. to understand each other. to
resolves conflict or agree to its presence. to
ncowrage others to reach smarm* aoremont.
Uses own mid others' ideas to initiate and
stimulate dialogue Mumma others. To delimi-
straita good groMp process and facilitator
skills.

0.1 scioularrs others to interact to a group situatton. Is able to get another to present
and stioulsite others to rstrond.

11.2 Is able to yet others to state their perspectav** and then da4cuss relationships and
can motivate the group to iv* toward mato.* agreement.

8.1 Is Mae t 1 get pewter from dtffetert groups or conflicttng gtoups to empty( in daaloyue.
11.4 M integrating tacilitataog role in interpersonal and group satudtions.

9. egnosivENtss - The ability to per-
suede or antluonce others through a number of
possible moons& gaining and sustaining their
attention and interset in a group situations
using information or arguments, modeling Lbe
behaviors expected: or being direct in specify-
ang what others wall do.

_ ___.._ ...... ___ _
9.1 foo.nstraies .0.1111 v to till luen,e ,t tws suit!" utbeis t., s.rppc.r t ..,,e'a ideas or goa1s.

9.2 may u...* A yitlyty of technliuesi *.q
. ftxdtlIng ext.tet belia.1 s, usihy infoteatt wt.

Jnd expertise or auth,rttt, ty brit.; dttertave. whichever te-hnigue is uss4 the
'rimer.At itlf. ',4't e .11..11%.1. 1 V S a 1'. t 'a I lie fl. 4 / . 3 . .

_ . . _ . _ _ .. _ _ - - -- -
__ _

:0.1 Avt.: t i se.s s. . c. c '. .

10.1 co4.trols t.w tlow i..-.1 neg.ttive 1.1 rout., 1.

-- - -- --- --;- ------ ------
11.1 /"..ho jr,, -1,4, ..n e tbtt/ .111 be ehalle vat,.

.

.1.4 1.1.i,i. ..r 1 Stilt of ir.teranoten 4, Ile audien,e .e wie!..t t. infivehte.

11 3 Ai.-.s strategy ,Jr adopts a different strategy er.en 0.4. is .1." (e.,srut.

-_

10. CONCERN FOR IMAGE - SWAMI concern for
the usage of the school via the impresalons
created by the students and staff and manages
thew lowssions surd public inforoation &boot
the school.

11. TACTICAL ADAPTABILITY, - states the
rationale for using particular stcategaess e.g.
to 1nfluittnee certain groups, tailors style of
interaction to fit the situataon and clang's
style if It does not succeed.

--
.=

tad

2
v-t-=
w
-1`-..

-_i
4:c

C3

.

HP

HP

B

12. ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATIOK - States Mob
internal work standards. Verbalises personal
and group goals as a desire to do something bet-
ter -- better frordback or measures of how well
self or group is doings shows frustration In
meeting barriers or in response to own or others'
mistakes or failures.

12.1 Lrpicsses desire tc. do the task bettor, tatter than it was d.oe previously. better
titan others do at. or better accordini to SKWW otOtctivt or subiertive standard.

12.2 Maks exiertations of h1,0. perfm4oce, excelleecs or high productivity known to others.
12.) Expresses fruscratton with barrios' *a resicNins stenda41 f ettellence.

12.4 wants messares of own prosluettvIty and performance in orJer to plot of 4,6*026 loqiess

.

-- - ____ . ____ .____ _-
13. moiNAGEMENT coufull, - DevIewl nin'oftel
t14111 to roceive adequate and timely feedback
about the progress of work accomplishments of
others. Follow -up on delegated actIvitles or
providing plans for or taking action on feedback
of information to others about seating standards
of productivity.

--- -- ---- -- --- --
11.1 Plans 4nd schedules follow-up tot all Aeleated and asstgnel attivttses
11.2 mtt .s ti trfotmance of eanseers ant e...hordinates and sedJle revtrws
11.3 Pia,' a. ! ,..itt3tog 44ttvItt4.s whly hell. 1., .hsetving the work and progress of 4thers--

txt', of 1- -svidutls ant department or :sle level

13.4 Int [Oh otters when tneir wilt is rt.t wiretene stendards

14. BEVELOPMENJAL 0A101.A119 - Molds high 14.1 holds h:qh expe.t4tions about the otenttal of oilier peovle to develop.
.4 2 Wolk1 1 IIp other* do tbetr ,oh totter aid uses fillow-try. to order to develop 4 titers

14./ (.1s-es suivirt. aploval ft tr...ryntt.,-n fer developmental a 10.110 of others.
14.4 Instills value et *develtng others' in own *tat( oemners.

..v.

and positive expoctetaoas about others' paten-
ttal, views developing others SO a ptopetty of
the principal's )ob. It involves working with
other* as a coach. discussing performance prob..
lees. providing feedback about perforonnce and
gavang reassurance for development while allow-
tnq the person to take individual responsibility,



CLUSTER COMPETENCY BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS
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HP 15. ORGANIZATIONAL Mill 111 - sets Plans
and promote' to aecoeplish goal,. Schedules
activities and the use of human and other re-
erniteee tot accomplishing 00011. ocuses on
time, deadlines, flow of activities or teeraurce
on ways to sot the jab done.

15.1 Maass Schedules, Ludgets own times slants a concern for time and vhedule in ***seises
and in the simulated role.

1S.2 Playlet,s a task and then plans, e.g., reviews all items on desk or in Ingasket and then
proceeds with a plan and sitedule. Uses this style in wadi nr simulation situations.

15.3 Letabltshts ptiotities handling important issues firs:, allocating mute time to high-
priority issues,

1S.4 Organises the activities of giuup in order to develop a ionic** plan-vlwit will be
done (stet. second, and vs forth. meetings and points of conounication.

16, DELEGAT IDI - Delegates authority and 16.1 Cleasly delegates an activity who-h ts not routine tatkit. Delegation should specie'
the authority. e g , N.,etplete the task and then let us discuss your dectssun.' 'Dr
the Initial ptii.. and then teet.k with me bvenie you mike 4 dccauttut."

16.2 Delegates defined aitivitses; e.g., information gatriersng, planntnt, smplementsny.

responsibility clearly and eppropriately in ac-
coeplishinq organisational goals. This oust be
differentiated from organisation, that is from
the outset assignment of tasks which people
routinely do. It is the delegetioa of a pro)ect
not currently a routine part of the person's
)obi e.g., gathering infonmatioe. developing 4
proposal or a plan, implementing a protect.

C)
gc

t---

44a
.-.x
11

HP 17. SELF PRESENTATION -The ability to 17.1 Is able to comeunicate own ideas to others in one-on-one CT IffiUr iltUllt.44 4'. 4

clear informative manner. The criteria's* not persuassin IAA the degree to wines,

the presentatton watt untie/stood.

17.2 Can stimulate others to ask questions about own issues.

17.) is able to present in a way which is not interpreted as "desandiny conformity' of

control.

clearly present ones own ideas, others' Ideas
end information in an open and genuine May. Is

able to share ideas with ethers in an open in-
formative, eon-evaluative manner. effectively
uses technical. wymholic, won - verbal and visual
aids or graphics in order to get the message
across.

8 18. yip 1 T TEN COPIMUNICAUM - Clear, coo-

case and properly structured written communi-
cation.

neaningclearlytespressed in rimes and letters.::.;

16.1 Correct epelltng and punctuation.
16.4 Sentence and paragraph constructioo appropriate and correct

19. ORGANUAIWNAL SENS I T !VI IT -fie 19.1 Tactful written and oral responses to others In and out of II,* otganstatstat.

19.2 Seeps persona in the otuanstatio informed when information received is relevant or

could be relevant to then.
19.) Considers the position, feelings and perspectives of others when plmtetrng ..king

decisions and organising.

awareness of the effects of one's behavior and
decisions en ether people and other gtompe IA
and outside the organisation
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